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Modern Compiler Implementation in CCambridge University Press, 1997

	This new, expanded textbook describes all phases of a modern compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code...
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Large-Scale Software Architecture: A Practical Guide using UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is intended to be a practical guide. Our goal is to be brief. We cover only the essential information to guide software architects in defining the software architecture, providing pointers to further reading in lieu of detailed descriptions of this literature. Ideally, we can help software...
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Microsoft Tabular Modeling CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	No prior knowledgeof tabular modeling is needed to benefit from this brilliant cookbook. This is the total guide to developing and managing analytical models using the Business Intelligence Semantic Models technology.


	Overview

	
		Develop tabular models for personal use
	
		Learn about the modeling...
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A Multimodal End-2-End Approach to Accessible Computing (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2013

	Research in intelligent interactive systems can offer valuable assistance to elderly and disabled populations by helping them to achieve greater levels of engagement with the world. Many users find it difficult to use existing interaction devices, either for physical or age-related impairments. However, research on intelligent voice...
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Professional Software Testing with Visual Studio 2005 Team System: Tools for Software Developers and Test Engineers (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
With the introduction of Visual Studio 2005 Team System (VSTS), Microsoft for the first time offers software developers and test engineers a complete and integrated suite of tools for software testing. This authoritative book shares with you best practices for software testing using VSTS test and development tools and covers all phases of the...
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Enabling Flexibility in Process-Aware Information Systems: Challenges, Methods, TechnologiesSpringer, 2012

	In today’s dynamic business world, the success of a company increasingly depends on its ability to react to changes in its environment in a quick and flexible way. Companies have therefore identified process agility as a competitive advantage to address business trends like increasing product and service variability or faster time to...
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Biological Calcification: Normal and Pathological Processes in the Early StagesSpringer, 2007

	For the first time, this book offers a critical review of the calcification process of the organic and inorganic phases of mineralized tissues focusing on the earliest phases. It includes a methodological chapter which provides the necessary practical information for making appropriate choices. The book is set to become an important reference...
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Photographic Atlas of the MoonCambridge University Press, 2002
'The concept of providing a day-by-day photographic guide for observing Lunar features throughout an entire Lunation, specifically aimed at  owners of small telescopes, is excellent ... I recommend the book for those wishing to have a crash course on the Moon's features ...'. Mike Brown, Popular Astronomy

'... it is a splendid guide to...
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BPEL and Java CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written by an SOA guru to help you orchestrate web services, the 100 recipes in this book will make integrating Java and BPEL a smooth process. Using the examples you'll avoid common problems and learn sophisticated techniques.


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-understand recipes for integrating Java and BPEL

...
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Practical Java Machine Learning: Projects with Google Cloud Platform and Amazon Web ServicesApress, 2018

	
		
			Build machine learning (ML) solutions for Java development. This book shows you that when designing ML apps, data is the key driver and must be considered throughout all phases of the project life cycle. Practical Java Machine Learning helps you understand the importance of data and how to organize it for use...
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The Role of the Chemist in Automotive DesignCRC Press, 2009
Today’s engineering applications require material knowledge above and beyond that of most mechanical engineers. Polymers are being increasingly used to help make vehicles lighter, more cost effective, and more environmentally friendly. New technologies such as engineering polymers, polymer films in fuel cells, microcellular foams, and...
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Getting Started with DraftSightPackt Publishing, 2013

	Computer-aided design (CAD) uses computer systems to assist in the creation, modification, and analysis of a design. DraftSight is a 2D computer-aided design (CAD) software application. DraftSight includes all the main tools to draft with precision, and it works with DWG files, the most popular CAD file type. It runs on a wide variety of...
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